
Flo Kasearu
Startup 7

2018
Plexiglass, stone, clay, linoleum

17x17x6cm 

The series "Startup" is part of Flo Kasearu's solo exhibition "Holes", at Temnikova & Kasela gallery. The show observed how the border and the land it 
encloses become subjects of nationalist rhetoric, and suggested the idea of a “hole” as an opening through which these can be examined. Under the title 
“Startup,” the artist presented clay potato sprouts as an installation of plexiglass displays and wall pieces. A connection was made, in this absurd way, 
between tech and traditional gardening cultures, both of which are meant to act as symbols of Estonian entrepreneurism and business-mindedness.

850 EUR

http://www.temnikova.ee/?c=past-exhibitions&l=en&t=flo-kasearu-holes-april-26--july-28-2018&id=227


Flo Kasearu
Startup 1

2018
Plexiglass, stone, clay, linoleum

31x37x8cm 

The series "Startup" is part of Flo Kasearu's solo exhibition "Holes", at Temnikova & Kasela gallery. The show observed how the border and the land it 
encloses become subjects of nationalist rhetoric, and suggested the idea of a “hole” as an opening through which these can be examined. Under the title 
“Startup,” the artist presented clay potato sprouts as an installation of plexiglass displays and wall pieces. A connection was made, in this absurd way, 
between tech and traditional gardening cultures, both of which are meant to act as symbols of Estonian entrepreneurism and business-mindedness.

1 400 EUR

http://temnikova.ee/?c=past-exhibitions&l=en&t=flo-kasearu-holes-april-26--july-28-2018&id=227


Flo Kasearu
Startup 2

2018
Plexiglass, stone, clay, linoleum

31x37x8cm 

The series "Startup" is part of Flo Kasearu's solo exhibition "Holes", at Temnikova & Kasela gallery. The show observed how the border and the land it 
encloses become subjects of nationalist rhetoric, and suggested the idea of a “hole” as an opening through which these can be examined. Under the title 
“Startup,” the artist presented clay potato sprouts as an installation of plexiglass displays and wall pieces. A connection was made, in this absurd way, 
between tech and traditional gardening cultures, both of which are meant to act as symbols of Estonian entrepreneurism and business-mindedness.

1 400 EUR

http://temnikova.ee/?c=past-exhibitions&l=en&t=flo-kasearu-holes-april-26--july-28-2018&id=227


Flo Kasearu
Startup 5

2018
Plexiglass, stone, clay, linoleum

17x17x6cm 

The series "Startup" is part of Flo Kasearu's solo exhibition "Holes", at Temnikova & Kasela gallery. The show observed how the border and the land it 
encloses become subjects of nationalist rhetoric, and suggested the idea of a “hole” as an opening through which these can be examined. Under the title 
“Startup,” the artist presented clay potato sprouts as an installation of plexiglass displays and wall pieces. A connection was made, in this absurd way, 
between tech and traditional gardening cultures, both of which are meant to act as symbols of Estonian entrepreneurism and business-mindedness.

850 EUR

http://temnikova.ee/?c=past-exhibitions&l=en&t=flo-kasearu-holes-april-26--july-28-2018&id=227


Flo Kasearu
Startup 4

2018
plexiglass, stone, clay, linoleum

17x17x6cm 

The series "Startup" is part of Flo Kasearu's solo exhibition "Holes", at Temnikova & Kasela gallery. The show observed how the border and the land it 
encloses become subjects of nationalist rhetoric, and suggested the idea of a “hole” as an opening through which these can be examined. Under the title 
“Startup,” the artist presented clay potato sprouts as an installation of plexiglass displays and wall pieces. A connection was made, in this absurd way, 
between tech and traditional gardening cultures, both of which are meant to act as symbols of Estonian entrepreneurism and business-mindedness.

850 EUR

http://temnikova.ee/?c=past-exhibitions&l=en&t=flo-kasearu-holes-april-26--july-28-2018&id=227


Flo Kasearu
Startup 6

2018
Plexiglass, stone, clay, linoleum

25x20x10cm 

The series "Startup" is part of Flo Kasearu's solo exhibition "Holes", at Temnikova & Kasela gallery. The show observed how the border and the land it 
encloses become subjects of nationalist rhetoric, and suggested the idea of a “hole” as an opening through which these can be examined. Under the title 
“Startup,” the artist presented clay potato sprouts as an installation of plexiglass displays and wall pieces. A connection was made, in this absurd way, 
between tech and traditional gardening cultures, both of which are meant to act as symbols of Estonian entrepreneurism and business-mindedness.

1 050 EUR

http://temnikova.ee/?c=past-exhibitions&l=en&t=flo-kasearu-holes-april-26--july-28-2018&id=227


Flo Kasearu
Startup 8

2018
Plexiglass, stone, clay, linoleum

52x70x9cm 

The series "Startup" is part of Flo Kasearu's solo exhibition "Holes", at Temnikova & Kasela gallery. The show observed how the border and the land it 
encloses become subjects of nationalist rhetoric, and suggested the idea of a “hole” as an opening through which these can be examined. Under the title 
“Startup,” the artist presented clay potato sprouts as an installation of plexiglass displays and wall pieces. A connection was made, in this absurd way, 
between tech and traditional gardening cultures, both of which are meant to act as symbols of Estonian entrepreneurism and business-mindedness.

2 200 EUR

http://temnikova.ee/?c=past-exhibitions&l=en&t=flo-kasearu-holes-april-26--july-28-2018&id=227


Flo Kasearu
Startup 11

2018
Plexiglass, stone, clay, linoleum

30x36x7cm 

The series "Startup" is part of Flo Kasearu's solo exhibition "Holes", at Temnikova & Kasela gallery. The show observed how the border and the land it 
encloses become subjects of nationalist rhetoric, and suggested the idea of a “hole” as an opening through which these can be examined. Under the title 
“Startup,” the artist presented clay potato sprouts as an installation of plexiglass displays and wall pieces. A connection was made, in this absurd way, 
between tech and traditional gardening cultures, both of which are meant to act as symbols of Estonian entrepreneurism and business-mindedness.

1 400 EUR

http://temnikova.ee/?c=past-exhibitions&l=en&t=flo-kasearu-holes-april-26--july-28-2018&id=227


Flo Kasearu
Startup 13

2018
Plexiglass, stone, clay, linoleum

24x19x7cm 

The series "Startup" is part of Flo Kasearu's solo exhibition "Holes", at Temnikova & Kasela gallery. The show observed how the border and the land it 
encloses become subjects of nationalist rhetoric, and suggested the idea of a “hole” as an opening through which these can be examined. Under the title 
“Startup,” the artist presented clay potato sprouts as an installation of plexiglass displays and wall pieces. A connection was made, in this absurd way, 
between tech and traditional gardening cultures, both of which are meant to act as symbols of Estonian entrepreneurism and business-mindedness.

1 050 EUR

http://temnikova.ee/?c=past-exhibitions&l=en&t=flo-kasearu-holes-april-26--july-28-2018&id=227


Flo Kasearu
Startup 14

2018
Plexiglass, stone, clay, linoleum

24x19x7cm 

The series "Startup" is part of Flo Kasearu's solo exhibition "Holes", at Temnikova & Kasela gallery. The show observed how the border and the land it 
encloses become subjects of nationalist rhetoric, and suggested the idea of a “hole” as an opening through which these can be examined. Under the title 
“Startup,” the artist presented clay potato sprouts as an installation of plexiglass displays and wall pieces. A connection was made, in this absurd way, 
between tech and traditional gardening cultures, both of which are meant to act as symbols of Estonian entrepreneurism and business-mindedness.

1 050 EUR

http://temnikova.ee/?c=past-exhibitions&l=en&t=flo-kasearu-holes-april-26--july-28-2018&id=227

